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Background
As required by the Condition, and as previously reported, four of the 10 stations in the NBCUniversal Owned Television Stations (“NBCOTS”) division established and maintain cooperative arrangements with locally-focused, non-profit news organizations: NBC 4 New York with ProPublica; NBC 5 Chicago with The Chicago Reporter; NBC10 Philadelphia with WHYY; and NBC4 Southern California with KPCC – Southern California Public Radio. These agreements, in addition to the ongoing relationship between NBC 7 San Diego and the Voice of San Diego, satisfy the Condition’s requirement that half of the NBCOTS stations establish cooperative arrangements with non-profit news organizations.

Beyond the Condition’s requirements, these stations have also established partnerships with other non-profit news organizations. NBC 4 New York has a collaborative arrangement with WNYC, the local public radio station in New York. NBC4 Southern California has partnered with the Center for Investigative Reporting (CIR), a non-profit journalism organization with numerous news outlet partners that either partner with CIR or feature its reporting on their platforms, as well as with Fair Warning, an online, non-profit publication that provides public interest journalism on issues of health, safety and corporate conduct, and Maplight, a nonpartisan research organization that researches and compiles data about campaign contributions. As previously reported, NBC 5 Chicago and NBC10 Philadelphia have been working with non-profit organizations in their markets to enhance their coverage of local news.

Other NBCOTS and Telemundo-owned stations also have partnered with non-profit organizations to support their local news coverage. For instance, NBC’s Bay Area station, KNTV, has established a relationship with CIR, and KXAS and KXTX, the NBC and Telemundo stations in Dallas-Fort Worth, have partnered with the local PBS affiliate, KERA, on coverage of statewide political debates and a news series on topics of interest to Texas voters. And, during 2013, the NBC owned station in Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, NBC 6 South Florida, established a partnership with the Florida Center for Investigative Reporting.

These collaborations between the stations and non-profit partners – which involve sharing data, research, investigative resources, and production assistance – have resulted in more than 50 investigations since the launch of the partnerships. They have also generated dozens of on-air and online news reports for both the stations and the news partners’ radio stations and websites. Key collaborations during the Reporting Period are described below.
NBC 4 New York / WNBC and ProPublica

The NBC 4 New York relationship with ProPublica continues to generate impactful stories spanning health care, labor, business, education, and criminal justice issues affecting the New York area. Each news organization’s audience has benefitted from the added investigative depth afforded by the collaborative public interest journalism resulting from this partnership. For instance, NBC 4 New York investigative reporter Chris Glorioso continues to cover health care policy issues in collaboration with ProPublica Health Care reporter Charles Ornstein. Mr. Ornstein has won numerous awards for his investigations covering health care and the pharmaceutical industry.

Due in part to the success of its ProPublica partnership, NBC 4 New York has sought to collaborate with other non-profit media entities. For example, in the last two quarters, the NBC 4 New York I-Team of investigative reporters collaborated with WNYC Radio on at least three stories.²

Collaboration in Practice

Restraints and Seclusions in Public Schools. NBC 4 New York I-Team reporter Pei-Sze Cheng worked with ProPublica’s Heather Vogel to investigate the frequency of severe disciplinary actions such as handcuffing small children or locking students in rooms.

The investigation found that many large school districts were under-reporting their use of restraints. For instance, the report revealed that the New York City Department of Education was underreporting these types of incidents by excluding cases in which students had to be handcuffed by the NYPD. Because police officers oversee most serious disciplinary cases in New York City schools, the number of reported incidents was lower than actual occurrences. Just one day after this report, the City of New York announced that changes would be made in the City’s policy on restraining students. The story was broadcast on September 30, 2014 at 11pm. A version was also posted online.³


**Affordable Care Act.** NBC 4 New York partnered with ProPublica to produce a story revealing expensive changes hidden in New Jersey Affordable Care Act health plans. The NBC 4 New York/ ProPublica investigation showed that insurance premiums have generally increased since adoption of the Affordable Care Act, despite more competition among insurers, and that out-of-pocket costs – especially for emergency room visits – are rising much more rapidly in New Jersey than in the rest of the country. NBC 4 New York aired the story three days before the deadline for Affordable Care Act participants to declare changes to their coverage and provided consumers with a tool to compare the prices and benefits of hundreds of plans available in New Jersey and throughout the country. The story aired on December 12, 2014 at 6pm. The same day, NBCNewYork.com published an online version of the story, along with links to the ProPublica “ObamaCare Compare” online tool.4

**NBC 5 Chicago / WMAQ and The Chicago Reporter**

_The Chicago Reporter_ continues to take advantage of NBC 5’s online presence to promote online companion pieces. NBC 5 also takes advantage of the larger NBC partnership with ProPublica, airing stories based on ProPublica data and investigations. As previously reported, 2014 was a transition year for _The Chicago Reporter_. The magazine’s new editors are placing a higher priority on the magazine’s web presence and on generating more frequent investigations and stories by pushing more original content to the web. NBC 5 will seize this opportunity to increase news coverage designed for the station’s Internet audience. NBC5 looks forward to continuing this partnership, as well as the collaboration with the BGA, into the future.

**Additional News Partnerships**

In addition, NBC 5 has continued to collaborate with the Better Government Association (BGA), a non-profit watchdog that investigates allegations of waste, fraud, and corruption in local and state government.

**NBC10 Philadelphia / WCAU and WHYY**

As previously reported, NBC 10 Philadelphia and WHYY continue to focus their partnership on cross-promoting content. Over the course of a month, as many as 40 articles from WHYY’s Newsworks.org website are showcased on NBC10.com, while a dozen or so WHYY stories are promoted on-air during NBC10’s afternoon shows.

Articles by Newsworks.org staffers are featured on NBC10.com and its mobile sites and apps smartphone and tablets on a daily basis. These articles feature links designed to drive NBC10 digital readers to WHYY content located on Newsworks.org. In addition, at least once a week, Newsworks.org content is promoted by a NBC10 staffer on-air. That promotion includes a description of the content as well as an explanation that it is from

---

NBC10’s “partners at Newsworks.org.” Over the course of a month, as many as 40 pieces of Newsworks.org content are showcased in NBC10’s digital products and approximately one dozen are promoted on-air.

In addition, NBC10.com promotes Newsworks.org content on Facebook and Twitter in order to raise Newsworks.org’s traffic and awareness among NBC10 359,000 “likes” and 149,000 “followers.” In addition, the social media editors at both organizations often consult with one another to ensure that their goals are aligned.

Additional News Partnerships

In addition to the partnership with WHYY’s Newsworks.org, NBC10.com features content from ProPublica, and the station has entered into an additional partnership with PublicSource.org, a non-profit investigative news organization that focuses on Pennsylvania issues (www.publicsource.org). In addition, NBC10 is continuing to work on developing journalistic partnerships with non-profit organizations including Planphilly.com, a site dedicated to covering design, planning, and development issues in Philadelphia, and PhiladelphianNeighborhoods.com, a hyperlocal online publication hosted by Temple University’s Department of Journalism.

NBC4 Southern California / KNBC and KPCC

NBC4 Southern California continues to benefit from KPCC’s investigative resources, while KPCC continues augment its live coverage of breaking news with NBC4 reporters providing frequent on-air reports for KPCC’s listeners. KPCC airs content from NBC4 almost daily and identifies “our partners at NBC4” in its on-air reporting.

Collaboration in Practice

Inglewood Schools. NBC4 Southern California and KPCC recently collaborated on an investigation of poor conditions in the schools of the Inglewood Unified School District. The investigation resulted in an on-air report on NBC4 at 5pm on November 5, 2014. The story was also carried on KPCC radio and on the NBC4 and KPCC websites.

---


days after these reports aired, the District announced steps to clean up the schools.7

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power Refunds. Through the partnership with KPCC, NBC4 was able to expand the reach of its reporting on problems with the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power’s rebate program. The story aired on NBC4 at 5pm and 6pm on December 18, 2014.8 Because the story was also carried on KPCC’s radio broadcast, it was able to reach many more consumers throughout the Los Angeles market.9

Miramonte Elementary School. As reported in the July 2012 news partnerships report, NBC4 Southern California and KPCC have collaborated on coverage of a major child abuse scandal involving Miramonte Elementary School in the Los Angeles Unified School District (“LAUSD”). Throughout both organizations’ extensive coverage, NBC4 and KPCC reporters shared information and helped each other investigate the LAUSD’s efforts to withhold information during a lawsuit brought against it. A report of the settlement of the case was reported on NBC4 at 5pm on November 21, 2014,10 and by KPCC on the same day.11


Additional News Partnerships

*Fair Warning.* In 2014, NBC4 Southern California also collaborated with Fair Warning, a non-profit new organization focused on health, safety, and corporate conduct. For instance, NBC4 covered a Fair Warning report about the efficacy of ads by the alcoholic beverage industry advising consumers to drink responsibly. The story aired on NBC4 on November 18, 2014 at 5pm. NBC4 is in discussions to do more collaborations with Fair Warning in 2015.

*Maplight.* NBC4 Southern California also worked with Maplight to create an online tool for the 2014 elections that allowed people to search and view candidate information and the money behind them.

*Center for Investigative Reporting (CIR).* In the last six months, NBC4 Southern California collaborated on two investigative projects with CIR. The first examined the Los Angeles Sheriff Department’s plans to gather and record biometric data from individuals questioned as suspects of crimes. This story aired at 5pm on September 24, 2014. The second story revealed the biggest water users among government agencies that have direct influence over water policy. The water waste project aired at 11pm on October 6, 2014 and was published online on October 9, 2014.

---


NBC Bay Area / KNTV and the Center for Investigative Reporting

NBC Bay Area has an ongoing partnership with CIR. In the first year of the partnership, KNTV and the CIR have established good communication among their respective reporters, producers and management, including a weekly call to discuss story progress and new ideas.

Collaboration in Practice

_H1B Visas and the Tech Industry._ NBC Bay Area’s Investigative Unit and CIR undertook an investigation to answer questions about a visa program set up to recruit foreign workers to the United States. The investigation probed whether the program is a necessary business model for a quickly changing high tech economy or a form of indentured servitude in the high tech age. The story aired at 6pm and 11pm on November 3, 2014 and was posted online. CIR also created a page entitled “Techsploitation” where it aggregated stories related to the investigation.

_California Day Care._ Early in 2014, NBC Bay Area and CIR collaborated on a series of reports on California’s inspection of day care centers and the lack of information available to parents. NBC Bay Area and CIR spent months creating a database so that parents can easily access the inspection records. As a result of the investigation, California

---


lawmakers have fundamentally changed the way parents can access data and information on daycare. The story on these changes aired at 6pm and 11pm on December 22, 2014.\textsuperscript{21}

---

\textsuperscript{21} Unit-Puts-Them-Online_Bay-Area-260065131: Katherine Mieskwoski and Jennifer LaFleur, Day Care Center Records for Alameda, Contra Costa Counties Now Online (Jan. 15, 2015), available online at http://www.revealnews.org/article/day-care-center-records-for-alameda-contra-costa-counties-now-online/.